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Air AITALYSIS AND EVALUATim OF THE COURSES OF STUDY IIT
jENGLISH FOR THE STATES OF NEW YORK, IffiW
JERSEY, OEIO AITD PENUSYIVAHIA
IIITRODUCTIOIf
The Problem
The purpose of this study is to analyze the courses
of study in^ English with a view to determining, by a study
of their similarities and differences, how far the teach-
ing of English is based upon a universal standard or the
absence of such standard. The analysis also directs the
attention to these subsidiary problems:
What aims are designated in the various phases
of the subject?
iVhat proportion of the time required to be
devoted to the study of i^-nglish is here assigned to
technical English and cultural English?
How siiiple or how advanced are the exercises
suggested for the accomplishment of the designated
aims?
What literature is assigned to the various years?
Is a special class period devoted to the teaching
of grammar or is it taught in connection with
composition?
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What activities are suggested for the English
department?
Heed For This Study
The need for this study arises from the widely
varying material collected in literature hooks intended
for the 9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th years; the comprehensive
scope of some books in technical English as compared with
the greatly restricted range of others; the entrance
requirements in English of different schools in the states
under consideration; and a wish to determine, if possible,
whether state courses of study are in any way responsible
for the frequently pointed out weaknesses in the teaching
of English.
Among the weaknesses pointed out are the following:
Setting up standards in oral and written composition,
as well as in literature, that are too advanced for the
pupils.
Using too much time on figures of speech and too
little on the use of the correct tense of the verb, the
correct case of the pronoun, etc.
The tendency to neglect grammar and spelling in the
high school.
Failure to correlate the work of the high school more
closely with the junior high school than the college.

Limitations of the Study
The findings of the study apply only to the restrict-
ed area to which the analysis applies, for only the
neighboring states of the student/s own section have been
brought under observation.
Sources of Material
The material studied was restricted to the courses
of study in English outlined for the states of New York,
New Jersey, Ohio and Pennsylvania, and at least one
representative city in each state. The city courses were
studied in order to see how the general recommendations of
the state courses were applied by these cities in their
more detailed courses. The cities of New York, Paterson,
Cleveland and Pittsburg were considered representative and
were taken as a basis for analysis in any phase of the work
whereon the state courses gave no information.
f
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FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
Aims in Written Composition
Uew York sets up the following aims for the work in
written composition:
"1 Ability to write a letter which conveys a
a message directly, concisely and courteously."-^
"2 Ability to compose on the first draft a clear
and readable paragraph or a series of paragraphs on
familiar subject matter with due observance of unity,
and order and with some specific detail,"^
"3 Ability to analyze and present in outline form
the gist of a lecture or a piece of literature and to
write an expansion of such outline,"^
"4 Ability, with due time for study and preparation,
to plan and work out a clear, well ordered and interest?-
ing report of some length, upon one's special interest
—
literary, scientific, commercial or whatnot."^
"5 Ability to write a paragraph or article with
special adaptation to purpose and to class of readers,
1, 2, 3, 4, Syllabus for Secondary Schools.
English Language and Literature. New York
(State) University. p,8.
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with some vigor ancL personality of style. Suggested forms
Sdt such writing are: short stories, dramatic adaptations
or compositions, news articles and the like."*
The Kew Jersey course of study does not state the
aims in the teaching of written composition as concisely as
the New York course does, but out of a fev; paragraphs on
the subject of written composition, the following aims are
drawn:
"To secure free and natural expression." ^
"To concentrate upon the sentence and paragraph
structure'*^ in the second year.
•*More elaborate attempts at narration and descrip-
tion*^ in the third year.
The Ohio course of study in English does not give a
general statement of aims in written composition but gives,
under the work assigned to the year, the progress aimed at
in the composition work begun in the junior high school
and continued throughout the senior high, school years.
1 * Syllabus for Secondary Schools.
English Language and Literature. New York (State)
University. p,8.
1,2,3, The Teaching of High School English. .State of
Hew Jersey. High School Series. .. .Number 3.
€C
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"Ability to make sentences effective and not merely clear,";
is an aim of the ninth year. "Compositions which rank well
on standard measuring scales"^ and "Writing into dramatic
form, "by individual or group effort, of considerable
stories"^ are the standards to be achieved in the tenth
year. The eleventh year aims at "application of all
principles of sentence and paragraph structure."^ The
twelfth year aims at a complete freedom from all errors in
the "mechanics of English and increasing discrimination and
breadth of vocabulary and variety in style, "^
The Pennsylvania course in English makes no statement
of aims in written composition but specifies what is to be
done in each composition field under the sections devoted
to letter writing, compositions upon personal experiences,
etc.
Aims in Oral Composition
The New York course of study in English states the
aims in oral composition as definitely as those in written
composition are stated and stresses the importance of oral
expression.
1, 2, 3, 4, 6, Outlines of English For Junior
and Senior High Schools of Ohio.
c
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*The purpose of this part of the course is to train
pupils:
1 To read ordinary prose and poetry aloud intelli-
gently and expressively.
2 To say whatever they may have to say in clear,
orderly fashion with good enunciation and correct
pronunciation,
3 To take part creditably in any sort of public
speaking to which the average high school graduate is
likely to be called.
Since in life oral expression is used much more
extensively than written expression, much attention should
be paid to this phase of English instruction. It is
expected that one hour a week will be given to oral ex-^
pression in each of the req.uired English courses."^
In the New Jersey English syllabus, the objectives
in oral composition are not stated as aim 1, 2, etc.; but
out of a general discussion of the importance of speech
training, the inference is drawn that speech i^ correct,
complete and unified sentences is the chief objective.
Oral expression is considered more important than written
expression and opportunity for oral practice is advocated
1 Syllabus for Secondary Schools.
English Language and Literature. New York (State)
University. pp. 15 & 16.

In connection with all class room work. These views are
presented in such statements as: "It is generally conceded
to be of more importance than written composition, and where
practical should precede written composition. The opportuni-
ty for such teaching should he utilized in every recitation,
to the immediate advantage of the subject matter under
consideration. If teachers refuse to accept a broken, foot-
less Jumble, or to complete for the reciter his lagging
half-statements, if they frequently insist upon continuous
sentences bearing upon the point called for andarranged in
reasoned order, they will gain the triple end of having
clarified and impressed the history or the science in
question, of having guided the student in methods of study
and of having taught English in a really vital way,"l
The Ohio course of study stipulates that it is the
aim of the school system under the "traditional seventh
and eightiigrade organization to so ground the pupil before
he entered the high school that he would possess the follow-
ing tool knowledges and skills:
Ability to read orally in a pleasing manner.
Ability to express his own thoughts orally in a
2
correct style."
1 The Teaching of High School English. State of
ITew Jersey. High School Series ... .Number 3. p. 16
2 Outlines of English for Junior and Senior High
School. . .Ohio pp a & 19.
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Under the aims for the ninth year, a duplication of
.
this earlier drill is called for and more practice in oral
expression^ in the hope that the bad speech habits may be
supplanted by perfect discourse. This aim is expressed in:
"The effect of the high school English courses should be to
supplant the usual carelessness of speech with proper ideals
of good discourse, and to attain the actual realization of
these ideals through sufficient practice to make good diction
habitual. The school has a great difficulty when the custom
of the homes and haunts of the students is to use the poorer
collQq.uial speech. The test of success of the school is,
however, to a great extent its ability to get the students
to rise above these careless and unlearned forms. ""^
In the Pennsylvania course of study, the aims in oral
composition are definitely set forth in the section:
"Practice in speaking that has been effectively di-
rected should lead to these abilities:
a* Ability to use unconsciously approved forms of
expression in an agreeable tone of voice when tak-
part in informal conversation where there is a
casual exchange of experiences and views,
b. Ability to answer a direct question on a
familiar subject in a clear and accurate manner or
1 Outlines of English for Junior and Senior High
School. • •Ohio pp 3 & 19.
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to make a brief explanation in regard to it.
c. Ability to present at the right time and in the
right form, to an organized society, a thought on a
subject that is under consideration for group action.
d. Ability to apply in self-criticism conscious
standard of what is correct form in speech."^
Aims in Literature
For the teaching of high school literature, the Hew
York course states the follov^ing aims:
" 1. To deepen and enrich the imaginative and emotional
life of the pupil. The teacher should help the pupils to
see their own lives and experiences reflected in the
literature they read, and so learn to understand human
nature and arrive at a better understanding of themselves.
2. To cultivate high ideals of life and conduct by
arousing an admiration for the great personalities of
literature and for the deeds of noble characters. Through
the admiration of noble qualities the young unconsciously
grow toward what is true and fine in men and women*
a To give a ]niowledge of books and the power to read
them with appreciation. Reading, which is the chief recre-
ation of the people, yields the greatest pleasure when the
1 Pennsylvania Course of Study in English
Years YII-XII. .Bulletin 40 p. 10
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mind and the heart respond not only to what is said but the,
way it is said,
4. To improve the pupil's power of self-expression
"by stimulating thought and by supplying information and
models of construction. Clear and accurate thinking in the
field of general ideas may be cultivated by following the
worthy thoughts of others and is as essential for effective
self-expression as is a Icnowledge of facts and of models of
form.
The New Jersey course of study combines an expression
of aim and a definition of literary content in: "A funda-
mental fact underlying literature, and one never to be lost
sight of by its teacher, is that it is one of the fine arts
and should not therefore be presented as a fact study. In
other words, literature deals with truths artistically
expressed, rather than with facts plainly stated. Its
appeal is preeminently to the emotions, and like the kindred
arts of music and painting, it should be presented in such
a manner as to give delight, quicken the imagination, furnish
insight into the meaning of life, and provide an avenue of
escape from the st«rn realities of life."^
Under the class of reading which includes the story.
1 Syllabus for Secondary Schools. English Language
and Literature. Ilew York (state) University, p. 2,
2 IJew Jersey. .The Teaching of High School ilnglish.
High School Series. . .Number 3. p. 39.
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the essay, the poem and the drama, the statement is made:
"The emotional and imaginative elements predominate in
this type of reading, and the immediate aim is to give
pleasure and to set ethioal standards, ^en studying pure-
ly subjective literature, as for example, lyric poetry, the
preparatory steps should consist in leading the pupils to
recall or recombine their own experiences in such a way as
to approxiuiate , as nearly as possible, the experiences of
the poet.""'"
In the Ohio course of study, we do not find a definite
statement of aims in literature. There is the general state-
ment
,
"The literature should be read and taught chiefly for
developing an intelligent appreciation, and not for the sal©
of realizing techinal excellence in the selection. It
should be such reading matter as will entice the student to
its consumption and to a desire for more of the same
quality.
The Pennsylvania course sets forth its aims in
literature as:
1 "Knowledge of books and power to read them thought-
1 Kew Jersey... The Teaching of High School Enblish.
High School Series. . .ITumber 3. p. 44-45
2 Ohio. .Outlines of English for Junior and Senior
High School, p, 5.
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fully and with appreciation includes the following:
a. Ability to find pleasure in reading "books by
the better authors, both standard and contempo-
rary, with an increasing knov/ledge of such books
and increasing ability to distinguish what is
really good from what is trivial and weak.
b. Knowledge of a few of the greatest authors,
their lives, their chief works, and the reasons
for their importance in their own age, and in
ours. This should be an incidental part of the
work in literature.
c. Understanding of the leading features in structure
and style of the main literary types such as
novels, dramas, essays, lyric poems.
d. Skill in the following three kinds of reading
and knowledge of when to use each:
(1) Cursory reading to cover a great deal of
ground, getting quickly at essentials.
(2) Careful reading, to master the book, with
exact understanding of its meaning and
implications
•
(3) Consultation to trace quickly and accu-
rately a particular fact by means of
indexes, guides, and reference books.
e. The habit of weighing, line hy line, passages
of especial significance, while reading other
parts of the book but once.
#
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f. The power to enter imaginatively into the
thought of an author interpreting his meaning,
in the light of one*s own experience, and to
show, perhaps by selecting passages and reading
them aloud, that the book is a source of
intellectual enjoyment."^
Comparison of the Aims
In all four courses of study in English, the aims set
forth, when stripped of all modifications, seem to be
essentially the same. In fact, all the variously stated
aims may be restated as:
Knowledge and appreciation of literature.
Ability to write correctly.
Ability to speak clearly and pleasingly.
Ability to think or interpret the thing read.
Emphasis shifts among these aims as set forth by the
state courses, but the fundamental ideals are identical.
New York makes a carefully detailed and comprehensive
statement of the aims in each phase of English instruction.
The kinds of written or oral composition are definitely
described and a definite statement is made about the degree
of attainment expected in each. The other three make
1 Pennyslvania Course of Study in English p. 48
r
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generalized statements about the aims in written composjfcion.
New York, Ohio and Pennsylvania are quite definitive upon
the aims of oral composition. New York, llev/ Jersey and
Pennsylvania establish at length the aims in the study of
literatute and express opinions about proceedure in its
teaching as reference to the foregoing sections of this
work will show. All three lay stress upon the reaction of
book life upon life as the pupil knows it, and the unlimited
power of the imagination when enriched by the content of
poem and story.
The formation of the reading habit is especially
stressed by the New York and Pennsylvania courses, fearful
lest the required reading of any hook should sour the taste
for reading, the New York course suggests great freedom of
choice in the hope that, "it will obviate the necessity of
any schools continuing the use of a book that it has found
unsatisfactory.'^! In the Pennsylvania course the statement is
made that, "If right reading habits are not formed during
the secondary school period little else accomplished can
justify the time given to English instruction."^ All four
courses recamnend for required supplementary reading book
lists of length ranging from thirteen by New Jersey to fifty-
three by Ohio and sixty-eight by Pennsylvania; and of variety
1 Syllabus for Secondary Schools.
English Language and Literature.
New York (State) University p. 3.
2 Pennsylvania Course of Stiidy in English.
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wicLening out from the long aoceptecL and generally recommend-
ed Scott's 'Ivanhoe," Dickens' '^Oliver Twist," and Hawthorne
"House of the Seven G-ables," to the newer and less generally-
accepted stories such as, ^ane Gray's "Riders of the Purple
Sage," Edna Ferber's "So Big," BaroLd Bell 'Wright's "The
Calling of Dan Matthews," and other contemporary writeM"^
not tested by time. It will be noted also that New Jerseys
list includes works collateral to the "req^uired for study"
list, whereas Pennsylvania and Ohio lists offer books for
entertainment or "worthy use of leisure." For example,
Scott's "Ivanhoe" is listed for study in the ninth year and
Adam's "Chivaric Days" is suggested for collateral reading
the New Jersey course. By comparison with this type of
purposeful selection, the lists recommended by Ohio and
Pennsylvania aeem to meet pleasure needs for the most part.
Time Allotment
In the state of New York, four hours a week is the
minimum time requirement for the study of English through-
out the high school course. The English syllabus specifies
that the question of time allotment shall be decided accord
ing to the needs of the individual school. It is suggested
that "The Classroom work be divided into periods of several
days or weeks devoted alternately to the study of single,
definitely outlined portions of the course in literature or
composition respectively, and that the grammatical drill
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shall for the most part be carried on in a few minutes at
the "beginning or end. of the periods otherv/ise assigned
to the study of composition or literature. This is not
intended to imply tnat there shall "be nothing whatever of
composition in connection v/ith the literature or of reading
in connection with the composition,""'"
For the New Jersey high school systems whose plan of
organization provides for twenty periods of English a week,
the following is a "suggested arrangement of the different
elements of instruction and the relative amounts of time
to be given to each:
First year: Five periods a week, those periods to be
given to composition and technical English and two to the
reading and study of literature.
Second year: Five periods a week, three periods to
composition and technical English and two to the reading and
study of literature.
Third year: Five periods a v;eek, two periods to
composition and three to the reading and study of literature.
Fourth year: Five periods a week, two periods to
composition and three to the reading and study of literature.
As a part of this latter work, a portion of the time, say one
period a week, may well be given to a brief outline study
1 New York - Syllabus for Secondary Schools.
English and Literature. p.l.
fe
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of the historical development of English and American litera-
.ture."^
The state course in English for Ohio makes no time
specifi cat ionSj foT~0hii3 so a study was made of the city-
course for Cleveland to see what was done in the matter of
dividing time between the different fields of English. It
was found that in the ninth year two- fifths of the time
alloted to the study of English is to be spent on litera-
ture, three-fifths on composition and grammar. In the
tenth year and in the eleventh year, the plan is reversed
and three-fifths of the time is devoted to the study of
literature; two-fifths to composition and grammar.
No time allotment is made for the work of the twelfth
year but the study of literature is preeminent.
There is no time allotment made in the Pennsylvania
course of study and the plan in use in the city of Pittsburg
is not sufficiently clear to the writer to he used as a
basis for determining what is done in the state.
1 The Teaching of High School English. New Jersey
High School Series. - Number 3. p 16-17
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Comparison
In this matter of time allotment, the courses vary some-
what. New York gives consistently two-fifths of the time of
the first three years to literature and. three-fifths to
composition and grammar* It is specified also that one-fifth
of the time be devoted to grammar. In the fourth year, equal
time is to "be devoted to the study of literature and composi-
tion but no time is especially assigned to graimnar. New
Jersey follows the two-fifths for literature, three-fifths
for composition and the technical (grammar, rhetoric, punctu-
ation) in the first two years and the reverse of the plan for
the last two years. Ohio and Pennsylvania make no specifica-
tions. The city of Cleveland divides the time in the manner
recommended for New Jersey. Pittsburg gives half of all the
time required for the study of English to literature. Of the
half devoted to the study of composition, grammar, etc., more
time is devoted to written expression than to oral expression
in the tenth and eleventh years but just what the exact di-
vision of time is, the writer could not determine. In the
twelfth year, equal time is given to the study of oral and
written expression. New York is the only one of the four
states that makes special time mention for grammar. The New
York and Pennsylvania courses have sufficient elasticity in
this matter of time allotment to permit the individual school
to enjoy finality of decision according to its special needs.
•
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Exerciaes for Attainment of Aims
Since any attempt to present a detailed list of
exercises and plans intended as means to the attainment of
aims designated would run to too great length, the writer
will offer a fair cross section or general account of the
drill provisions, with an occasional detailed plan for the
sake of illumination.
Exercises in Oral Composition
The New York course of study in English outlines the
work in oral composition by the year. For the first year,
the work is as follows:
"Oral conposition in the form of'.
1 Clearly formed and distinctly uttered answers to
(luestions, or where possible, recitation by topics.
2 Frequent short talks to the class on subjects in
which the pupils are interested; criticism should be
constructive and made largely by the other members of the
class
.
3 Exposition on current events; clearness emphasized.
4 Reproductions of scenes from books read, myths, Bible
stories, fables etc.; emphasis laid on coherence.
5 The natural and simple interpretation of memorized,
seleations from the best prose and poetry."-^
1 Syllabus for Secondary Schools. English Language
and Literature. New York( State) University, p. 16.
f
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For the second year the course suggests, in a general
way, that - "The exercises should, "be carefully correlated with
written composition in order to develop coherence in conver-
sation, recitation and speech. Effectiveness is dev^ped by
(a) the use of the topical outline, (b) a study of the
phonetic elements, (c) training the ear for pleasant sounds
and the tody for graceful action.
Time should be given each week to conversation exercises,
preparation of outlines, stories, reports and speeches on
subjects drawn from experience, literature, correlated
studies, school affairs and current events. As the work
progresses, increased emphasis should be laid upon accuracy
in the making of outlines, in the formation of sentences
and in the organization of paragraphs, '/hile description
and nsirration may be used for-\«riety, emphasis §iould be laid
on exposition. Subjects should be drawn occasionally from
the vocational field.
For the third year, "the work of the term should be
as follows:
Instruction in speech organization. Extemporaneous
speaking on topics assigned in advance, and impromptu
speaking on questions of school and local interest.
Instruction in debate: (a) statement of question, defi-
nition of terms, (c) distinction between assertion and
proof, (d) the nature of evidence. Debating between members
1 Syllabus for Secondary Schools. English
Language and Literature. New York (State)
University. p. 16
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o£ the class, divided into teams, on CLuestions of local
interest and simple questions of state and national inter-
est. A study of words for "broadening the vocabulary."^
Work outlined for the fourth year is as follows:
*^1 Debating continued from the third year, with
emphasis upon the mastery of the material, a logical
development of thought, the presentation of satisfactory
material and an interesting delivery.
2 The planning of speeches for special occasions,
such as social gatherings, introduction of speakers, so-
liciting co-operation, after dinner talks, gift presen-
tations, sales talks, explanation of business propositions,
a lawyer's plea, etc. Although this is an appropriate time
for emphasizing after-dinner speaking, introductory and
farewell speeches, and, in general, expressions of senti-
ment, extravagant and silly speeches should "be discouraged.
3 The delivery of compositions from carefully pre-
pared outlines on important themes from political or indus-
trial life or from literature. Instruction in (a) the
choice of subjects and illustrations within the experience
of the audience, (b) the use of elements of interest, (c)
the relation between speaker and audience.
4 Continued emphasis should be laid on ample vocabu-
lary."^
1, 2, Syllabus for Secondary Schools. English
Language and Literature. Uew York (State)
University, pp. 17''' - 18^
I
The state course of New Jersey does not make specific
recommeniations or plans for the work of each year in oral
composition, but offers some general guiding principles,
presents a few illustrations, and suggests some possible
topics for discussion, together with the sources of other
possible subjects. Some helpful suggestions for teaching
oral expression appear in the following:
"Discussion is given after careful preparation of the
subject mai^ter, outline and general method of treatment, but
should never be preceded by the memorizing of written
sentences . **
"Oral composition, generally conceded to be of more
importance than written composition, should precede written
composition.
"
"All teachers in all subjects should refuse to accept
a broken jumble of words or to complete for the reciter his
lagging half-statements, and insist upon complete sentences
bearing upon the point called for and arranged in reasoned
order.
"
"As a powerful aid in sticking to the point (unity)
in an orderly manner (coherence) the use of the topical out-
line should be emphasized. Since composition, both oral and
written, is primarily thought, the outline becomes of supreme
importance in the development of this art. By its use
thought is organized and made effective."
"The chief conventions to observe in constructing an
outline are these:
C
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1 Points of the same rarik (1 and II, A and B, etc.)
should be in the same grammatical construction;
2 A subordinate point should be so expressed as to
make sense when read in connection with the topic on which
it depends.
2 A single subdivision should not usually be made,
for A implies B, and 1 implies 2,
These conventions are illustrated in the following:
The Paper Dolls of My Childhood
I, My first recollections of them
A. In the nursery
B, In the sewing room
II. My later delight
A. \fhen I could make dresses for them
1. To earn money
2. To please my sister
a. By giving them to her
b. 3y showing her how to make them
B. \7hen I could swap them with my friends.
Teachers should be on their guard lest an over-refine-
ment of the outline leads to a formalism in expression which
will check all spontaneity. The outline should be used as
a help and not allowed to become a master."
It is further recommended that the pupils be given
every opportunity for talking before the class and encouraged
to select his subject from a wide range. Subjects drawn from
scout life, camping, manual training, science, domestic
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soience, magazine reading and imaginary social affairs are
suggested as good material for practice. "He should also
vary the form of his discourse, sometimes by telling a story
or ty making reports of his studies; then by describing what
he has seen or discussing, informally, matters of current
interest; again, he should explain how or why something is
done and occasionally try to convince his audience that some
thing should be done differently. Thus in turn he uses
narration, description, exposition and argumentation."-^
The Ohio course outlines no work in oral composition
and, in fact, subordinates it to written composition in
all save the last year. Under the caption, Year XII, this
statement is made:
" More rather than less opportunity for the use of
oral /mglish in somewhat public situations should be given
in the later years of nigh school and those v/ho are back-
ward in public speech should be developed by all devices
known. A well organized school should have extra curricular
activities which will serve to give much of this experience.
The following suggestions for oral work will serve to
illustrate the type of recommendation made in the Ohio
course in English:
Grade X "More sustained oral composition, sometimes
1 New Jersey - The Teaching of High School English.
High School Series - Number 3 p. 18
2 Outlines of English For Junior and Senior High
Schools - Ohio p. 19
c
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extemporaneous •
Grade IX "Oral composition which is toth interesting
and. pleasing, with the class as an audience.
Grade XI "Llore oral composition, including partici-
pation in student aaeetings
,
The Pennsylvania course of study in English suggests for
drill in oral composition the following:
Ninth Year — "Reports, chiefly oral, on current events,
"based upon newspaper and magazine reading. These afford an
opportunity for teaching pupils to discrimir^at e between
important and unimportant news. Good cartoons may also "be
"brought into class and made the subject of discussion.
Discussion of community needs and how they may be
realized; of what community gatherings such an indoor or out-
door picnics would do for the older people as well as for the
boys and girls, eto."^
Tenth Year — "Class discussions o'J^ topics of current
interest; organized class activities with drill in parlia-
mentary practice."^
Eleventh Year — "Discussion of schools and colleges;
informal arguments for and against certain vocations; dis-
cussions relating to the home, the community, health, and to
thrift as related to tiJ^e and money. "^
1, 2, 3, Outlines of English for Junior and Senior High
Schools —Ohio p. 12-^ p. 92 p. le^
4, Pennsylvania - Course of Study in English Years
VII - XII f . S2
6, 6, Pennsylvania - Course of Study in English
Bullentin 40 p. 35^ p. 37^
rC
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"Practioe in conducting a meeting according go
parliamentary rules in presiding, in debate on the
floor, and in the recording of minutes.
Twelfth Year — For this year, the oral work centers
about debating and stresses "clear, logical thinking and
avoidance of flimsy, unfounded statements and snap judgments
in debating." Dramatization is also recommended for the
twelfth year.
Comparison
The foregoing sections present, on the whole, the
recommendations or plans for the teaching of oral compo-
sition as set forth in the four state courses of study.
Upon no other phase of English instruction do the courses
show such variety of view-point or differing appraisal of
worth. In the Ohio course, oral composition is subordinated
to written composition, whereas both New York and Pennsylvania
coiarses make it either eq.uivalent to or greater in its
practical importance than written composition. The work in
oral composition assigned to the various years by the Ohio
course is not definite. Indeed there is a decided vagueness
in such statements as "more sustained oral composition some-
times extemporaneous,"^ "More complete avoidance of the
commonplace or oft-repeated in compositions and oral
1 Pennsylvania - Course of Study in English Bulletin 40
p. 37
2 Ohio - Outlines of English for Jnior and Senior High
Schools, p. 18
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descriptive or narrative efforts,"-^ and "Complete argu-
ments on certain points agreed upon."^ There is no illustra-
tive material such as New Jersey presents in the work oir
outlined for oral composition and no suggestions about
suitable sources for niaterial or topics for discussion as
are offered in the Pennsylvania and New Jersey courses.
The New York course of study specifies definitely
concerning the work of the different years and in statement
of aims, oral composition is placed on a par with written
composition. The importance ascribed to it is expressed
in: "Since in life oral expression is used much more
extensively than written composition, much attention should
be paid to this phase of English instruction."^ "The
natural and simple interpretation of memorized selections
from the best prose and poetry"^ is certainly more definite
as a suggested drill than "Complete arguments on certain
points agreed upon."^
While the New Jersey course outlines no work in oral
composition for each high school year, it does offer very
helpfxil plans and proceedures for oral composition training.
The suggestions for discussion with a well prepared outline
as the guide, and the illustrated preparation of such out-
1, 2, 5 - Ohio - Outlines of English for Junior and
Senior High Schools p. 18, 12.
3, 4, Syllabus for Secondary Schools, New York (State)
University, p. 16
mft
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line are helpfully detailed • Responsibility for oral
drill is placed upon all of the high school departments in
the statement, "If teachers refuse to accept a broken,
footless fumble, or to complete for the reciter his lagging
half statements, if they frequently insist upon continuous
sentences bearing upon the point called for and arranged in
reasoned order, they will gain the triple end of having
clarified and impressed the history or the science in
question, of having guided the student in methods of study
and of having taught Eiiglish in a really vii-al way."-^ In
its relative importance, this state places oral expression
on a higher plane than written expression. The statement that,
"It is generally conceded that oral composition is more
important than written composition" is at variance with
Ohio's subordination of the oral field.
The Pennsylvania course is in accord with the Kew
Jersey course on the relative importance of the two types of
expression. It outlines the work by year but does not do so
in greatly detailed style. The work in oral and written
composition come under one heading "Composition," and,
under that heading the work in both fields of composition
receives equal consideration. The course specifies the need
for correct, clear, and pleasing expression" and warns the
teacher to assume an open minded attitude toward the use of
1, 2, — New Jersey — The Teaching of High School
English, p. 16.
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slang, ^u.(igiiig the slang expression on its own merits or
weaknesses. The course q^uotes the statement of John
Dewey that "A living language oan not te kept wholly free
from an infection of slang, that later may become good
idiom; for infection is a part of the price that every
living thing has to pay for the privilege of living. "^"^
So, on the whole, the analysis of oral composition
shows much difference between the four courses from the
viewpoint of content, and agreement between three of the
courses about the relative importance of the work. The
Ohio course shows very little agreement with the courses
of New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania on any of the
points that were considered.
Exercises in Written Composition.
The next part of this analysis of courses of study
in English deals with written composition. As in the
phases of the work previously analyzed, the writer will
present here what the different courses offer in written
composition and then compare materials and viewpoints.
The New York course of study in English outlines the
work to be done in ^era^'^ composition by the year. The purpose
1 Pennsylvania State Course.
C
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of the first year's work is to secure facility in expresslcn,
'*with. some degree of accuracy," Much practice is relied
upon to achieve this purpose.
"The work of the year is as follows:
1. Letter writing with attention to substance as well
as to form.
2. Short themes, both oral and written, based for the
most part on the experiences of the pupil. A fair pro-
portion of the themes should be narratives, or narratives
in which some emphasis is put upon the descriptive element.
The subjects should be simple in character and should relate
to what the pupil has seen in real life or in imagination.
3. A review of capitalization and of the simpler
principles of punctuation. Emementary study of the principles
of unity and coherence in the composition and in the
sentences of the paragraph.
4. Cultivation of the habit of putting periods at
ends of sentences in continuous composition. In general
it is advisable that no pupil should be promoted to second
year who still has the conmia faulty that is, the so called
running on' fault."^
The purpose of teaching composition in the second year
is to secure clearness of thought in exposition. To this
end, the following work is suggested as a means:
1 Syllabus for Secondary Schools. English
Language and Literature. New York (State)
University, p. 13-14 .
I I
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"1 Letter writing.
2 Short themes of various types, toth oral and
written; a fair proportion of them should be expositions.
The subjects chosen should "be, for the most part concrete,
carefully limited and within the pupil's experience.
Considerable practice should be given in making otpj^cal
outlines and in developing compositions from them.
3 Further study of paragraph structure with respect
to unity, coherence and emphasis; the usCfr^fo the topic
sentence; connectives, methods of transition. Kinds of
sentences: long and short, periodic, loose, balanced,
rhetorical q^uestion etc. Variety in sentence structure.
Unity, coherence, and emphasis in the sentence. In general,
it is advisable that no pupil who shows inability to
construct a fairly good paragraph should be promoted from
the second to the third year."l
The work of the third year is designed to teach
pupils to think logically and to express their ideas
accurately and coherently. The work suggested for this
purpose is as follows:
" 1 Letter writing.
2 Short themes of various types.
3 Narration which shall include anecdotes and stories
with simple plots.
1 Syllabus for Secondary Schools. English
Language and Literature. New York (state)
University. p. 13-14
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4 Description; the requirements should show a dis-
tinct advance over those in the first year in variety of
subject and method of treatment. Descriptions of persons,
of landscapes, of buildings, of scenes, of actions, and
descriptions from both fixed and moving points of view are
all illustrations of the variety of the problems that may
be assigned.
5 Exposilaon and argument which should be pursued
with insistence on unity, coherence and emphasis in the
paragraph. Practice in the summarizing of spoken material.
Study of diction in connection with the study of description;
synonyms and antonyms; specific and general terms.
6 Practice in expressing opinions on topics concern-
ing which pupils individually have views of their own
based on first hand knowledge."''"
For the fourth high school year, the Nev/ York course
of study makes the following recommendations:
" 1 Short themes of vaious types.
2 Letter writing,
3 Argumentation, including at least one argument
of considerable length. Topics chosen should deal with
live (luestions well within the grasp of the pupils.
4 A composition of considerable length. This
production should be the final measure of the pupil's
1 Syllabus for Secondary Schools. English
Language and Literature. New York (State)
University.
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ability to write. ""^
Like the ITew York course, the Kew Jersey course of
study in English makes definite assignment of the work but
the plan is an outline for each half year instead of for
the year. Oral and written composition are outlined under
the heading - "Practical English; grammar, punctuation and
the principles of rhetoric, under "Technical English".
Combining the half year outlines of work in written
composition, the work of the years is as follows:
"The first purpose in practical instruction in compo-
sition is to secure free and natural expression with some
degree of accuracy. To this end constant short exercises
should he required, and exceedingly few lorxg or elaborate
essays. Themes of a few paragraphs will be more frequent
as the course proceeds."
1 Letter writing, with attention to form as well as
to substance.
2 Frequent short themes, both oral and written, based
for the most part on the experiences of the pupil. "^ (The
themes of the first half year should be narrative; those of
the second half narrative and descriptive)
.
"3 Elementary study of the principles of unity and
coherence in the whole composition,"^ and in the second half
1 Syllabus for Secondary Schools. English Language
and Literature. New York (State) University, pp 1Z>-
15
£, 3, New Jersey - The Teachirig of High School English
pp. 62 & 64.
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yeap, "Elementary study of the paragraph; development of
paragraph by giving specific instances and by giving
details; the use of the topic sentence.
4 The study of synonyms and antonyms,
5 Occasional essays of sevf-ral paragraphs where the
theme may be conceived as a whole
*^The general purpose of the second year is to concen-
trate upon the sentence and paragraph structure. Rhetorical
principles grov/ing out of the composition work are treated
here rather than separately. The work of the first half
year should comprise:
1 Letter writing; simple business forms.
£ Short themes, both oral and written, based for the
most part on the experience of the pupil. Narration and
description continued; description in narration."^ In the
second half year there is also exposition,
3 Unity, coherence and emphasis in the sentence; variety
in sentence structure; choice of words - specfic
,
generic
;
figures of speech continued — metonymy, synecdoche, hyperbole,
alliteration".*^ In the second half year, the periodic, loose
and balanced 3entence$ structures are also studied.
For the work of the third year, the New Jersey co\irse
specifies that "The practice should be continued in more
elaborate attempts at narration and description, in which
1, 2,3, New Jersey - The Teaching of High School
English pp. 62 & 64.
cc
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the two may be naturally 131611161 to levelop appreciation
of style anl structure of the short story. Criticism shoull
be concernel with structure. The subjects for themes may
be taken from the history anl science ourses as well as
from the experiences of the pupils. The work shoull com-
prise :
1 Letter writing; business forms.
2 Short themes, of various types, with a growing
emphasis on exposition.
3 A review of the various methols of paragraph
levelopment , methols of transition, topical outline of the
whole composition, Irawn up anl theme levelopel, both
orally anl in writing, on topics Irawn from realing or from
experience.
4 Stuly of the connotation of worls.'*-^
In the seconl half year, there is also a stuly of
sinple argumentation.
The work of the fourth year is primarily a review of
all the elements of instruction of the preceling years with
the leveloping of a mastery of the following particulars as
the objective:
" 1 The formation of clear anl iliomatic sentences.
2 The funlamental principles of paragraph structure,
levelopel simply.
1 Kew Jersey - The Teaching of High School English..
pp. 66, 67, & 68,
€
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3 Correct spelling of a vocabulary of at least 20CX)
common words.
4 Studies in the use of words - limited vocabularies
•
6 The different kinds of whole compositions, including
letter writing and easy exposition and argument based upon
simple outlines.""^
The Ohio state course of study in English outlines
the work by year but combines "practical" and "technical"
English under the title - "Grammar and Composition". Under
this heading, all of the English work except literature is
considered. By picking out the parts that deal with written
composition, the first year's work would include:
"Many small compositions, carefullj'- criticized and
sometimes rewritten, should characterize ninth year work. A
few longer compositions should be required, for the sake of
the outline and the thought , and the larger developmental
elements of narration, and imaginative story*
The short compositions should be judged by standard
compositions and also by the criteria developed up to that
time in the study of rhetoric and composition.
Attainments of the earlier years should be duplicated,
and the following additional steps in English ability should
be expected:
"Ability to make sentences effective and not merely
clear . "^
1 Hew Jersey - The Teaching of High School English, p. 71
2 Ohio - Outlines of English for Junior and Senior High
Schools pp. 9 & 10.
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*More creative expression."!
"Themes as the result of adequate thought on subjects
given long enough in advance, and perhaps discussed also."^
'^Suitable introduction and closing to written discourseV^
"Formal personal letters; inproved social letters;
more complex business letters."^
Under grammar and composition for the tenth year the
following suggestions appear:
"Composition ability in the same lines as already
practiced should be further improved. Some of the attain-
ments to be reached are:
-"jllbility to write good letters fitting various business
and social situations."^
"More complete outlines and those of compositions harder
to outline."^
Compositions which rank well on standard measuring
scales."'''
"A vocabulary above that of ordinary adults or younger
pupils.''
'*More complete avoidance of the commonplace or oft-
p
repeated .in compositions."
"Writing into dramatic form, by individual or group
effort, of considerable stories."^
1, 2, 3, Ohio - Outlines of English for Junior and Senior
High Schools pp 9 ^ 10.
4, 5, 6, 7,XS, 9, Ohio - Outlines .of English for Junior and
' Senior High Schools, pp. 10, 12, 13, 14.
6
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The eleventh year calls for "regular writing of short
themes to "be interspersed by occasional calls for more
sustained literary efforts. Some of the activities connect-
ed with the composition work are:
Experience in collectin material for longer or shorter
themes
.
Construction of outlines for exposition.
Application of all principles of sentence and para-
graph structure.""''
A
"Writing of news."
"Testing of compositions by standard tests, and also by
the attainment of their purposes in the eyes of the students
2
as critics."
"Freedom from errors in the mechanics of English should
be expected of the twelfth year students, and they should
show increasing discrimination and breadth of vocabulary and
variety in style.
Composition may be practiced in such forms as:
Book reviews which contain critical comment.
Varied letters both business and person.
Outlines for debates or arguments.
Complete arguments upon certain points agreed upon."^
"Articles for publication in the school paper, "'^
"Biography and autobiography."
1,>1 2, Ohio Outlines of English for Junior and Senior High
Schools, pp. 10, IE, 13, 14.
3, 4, 5, Ohio Outlines of English for Junior and
Senior High Schools. p, 18
€
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"TTriting of poems, descriptive or lyrio; these should
usually te conscious imitations but some will show real
originality."^
The work is written composition for the high schools
of Pennsylvania, outlined by years, is prefaced by this note
"This outline for compos ilion exercises is a suggestive
one from which to select. No class will do all the work
indicated, and do it well. But the selections ought to be
30 balanced that one phase will not be over-done and another
phase wholly neglected."^
This outline would be too lengthy to present completely
here, so the writer will select parts which show the type
of assignment made, and the explanations and suggestions
which are given for clarity.
The outline for the ninth year presents the following
projects:
a. "Themes dealing with various occupations. Each
pupil choses a calling about which he can obtain first hand
information. In class a general outline is made, covering
such points as these: How to enter this occupation; the
work done by those engaged in it; what qualities are
necessary for success; advantages and disadvantages of this
calling. If a number of these themes are read before the
1, 2, Ohio - Outlines of English for Junior and Senior
High Schools. p. 18.
2 Pennsylvania Course of Study in English. p. 16
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olaas they will start the pupils to thinking vooationally,
b. Real news stories arising out of the life of the
school and the community, written as a reporter would do
and oompleted with Citable headlines,"^
For the tenth year, the Pennsylvania course presents
the following exercises:
1 "Themes and paragraphs: Sub;)ects familiar to the
pupil which lend themselves to treatment by contrast, by
comparison, by details, etc. Questions of civic interest
and those concerning vocations are suitable material; also
work in the shops or laboratories; and topics taken from
other subjects in the curriculum,
2 Occasional themes based on literature, provided the
exercises are of interest to the pupils and are not mere
reproductions and paraphrases. Point out how the author
makes the reader like a character then by the same method
have the pupil make his hearers like a person he really
knows
•
3 Incidents written up as news stories that always
make the most effective kind of constructive writing;
brief editorials on matters of student opinion; advertise-
ments, particularly if they can be put to use,"^^
4 "Spelling of words needed in themes; word study for
1, 2, Pennsylvania - Course of Study in English.
Years VII - XII pp. 33, 35, 37.
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increase of vocalDulary with attention given to the origin
of some of our more common words that have an interesting
history,"^
The following work is recommendecL for the eleventh
year in Pennsylvania high school:
1 "Short themes; expository description of natural
phenomena, mechanisms and plans; discussion of schools
and colleges; informal arguments for and against certain
2
vocations."
2 "Long themes: material on science, manufacturing,
commerce, biography, and political and social questions,
gathered from current boolcs and periodicals and from
observation and interviews.
3 Class study of prose, such as the best articles
in standard magazines, in order to develop the idea of
logical construction.
4 Class study of examples of social letters by
recognized authors and business letters from firms having
high standards; continued and effective practice in letter
writing, with emphasis on the content of the letter.
For the twelfth year, a continuation of drill along the
lines suggested in the eleventh year, is recommended by the
state course. In addition, there are suggestions such as:
1, 2, 3, Pennsylvania - Course of Study in English.
Years VII -XII pp. 35, 37.
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"Current events and magazine articles, topics de-
veloped by observation and library work,"^
"Special courses in newspaper writing, short stories,
dramatization, including the writing of one -act plays, and
2
verse making, and commercial correspondence,"
Comparison
A study of the foregoing material on written compo-
taken from the state courses of New York, New Jersey, Ohio
and Pennsylvania show that the type of exercise recommended
in letter writing, short themes etc. is much the same. All
four courses emphasize the importance of letter writing as
a composition exercise and Hew York, Hew Jersey and
Pennsylvania place it in the work of each high school
year. The same three courses name vocational subjects as
good material for composition exercise. The Pennsylvania
course correlates the iilnglish compostion work very closely
with vocational guidance, for in the project, "Themes deal-
ing with various occupations,"^ the suggestion is made, "If
a number of these themes are read before the class they will
4
start the pupils to thinking vocationally."
In the English courses for Kew York and New Jersey, there
is more attention to and more definite plan for the elements
—
1, 2, 2, 4, Pennsylvania -Course of Study in English.
Years VII - XII pp. 33, 38, 39.
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of composition such as sentence structure and paragraph
development, A reference to Part 3, of the second year, in
the New York course recommendations for composition, will
illustrate the careful planning for work on these two
composition elements. The/^ too, the composition work of
these two stae courses shows a steady progression of v/ork
begun in the first year through the four years fo the course.
For example— The short themes of the first year are narra-
but in the late part of the year there is anarrative work
in which emphasis is put on the descriptive element. The
second year composition is largely description and such
descriptive work as stresses exposition, Exposition and
simple argument are added to descriptive composition in
the third year, while argument is the chief composition
drill of the early fourth year. So there is a consistent
correlation of the composition work. The New Jersey course
provides for a review of all composition forms in the fourth
year. This composition work in both state courses cooies
within the ability range of the average high school student
because much of the drill is on material drav/n from the
pupilfe experience and this material is used in sentence and
paragraph construction.
The assignments of the Ohio course in English compo-
sition are less definite than those made in the courses of
xfew York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania, Y!ha.t is called for
in the assignment, "Compositions which rank v/ell on standard
measuring scales," is a matter of conjecture even if you
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you think of it as an aim rather than as a means to an end.
In fact the Ohio course names the objeotive rather than
suggests work toward that attainment . For the twelfth year
it is recommended that "Composillon may be practiced in
such forms as Playlets, dramatizations of classics or modern
stories, adaptation of stories for moving pictures. 'Vriting
of poems, descriptive or lyric, etc." By comparison with
the sentence and paragraph structure drill of the other
courses, the Ohio course calls for rather mature work.
The courses of Pennylvania, New York and New Jersey
accompany the outlines of work with suggestions to the
teacher for the carrying out of the work. The Pennsylvania
course has a '^Method" section with each year's work. In
this section such plans are offered as, "Assist to greater
ease in handling sentences by much sentence manipulation.
Let the class condense, combine, transpose, expand, divide
sentences of various types i make sure that they recognize
grammatical relationships," On the whole, the three courses
aim to be helpful to the teacher. Projects and motivated
work play a big part in the composition plans of the
Pennsylvania course. Such projects as the selecting of
vocations to investigate and write about and the discussion
of community needs are illustrations of this tendency. In
the Uew York course, the following suggestion about motivalion
is given:
"To be understood is the primary purpose of all writing;
to be interesting is a close second. Since either purpose
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presupposes somethinjg to convey and someone to receive, an
adequate motive should be created or imagined for every
assignment; for example,
Our City Streets.
Purpose—To show wh^- the streets should tie improved.
Point of View—That of a resident.
Audience—The Taxpayers.
Without incentive, writing is strained and unnatural.
A real incentive is best, an imagined incentive is better
than none.
The New Jersey course follows up the;^composition
samples collected from high schools in the state. Their
only value is in the means of comparison they afford and
that is, perhaps, the reason for their inclusion. There are
plans for correction of themes, regulations with regard to
paper, margins, etc, included in the courses of New York,
Kew Jersey and Pennsylvania. In short, these three course
contain not only outlines of the work but helps in teaching
technique as well*
Requirements in Literature
The work required in literature by the state courses
of New York, New Jersey, Ohio and Pennsylvania constitute
the next part of this analysis. Each state course has a
reading list for each high school year and stipxilates both
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number and tj^pe of books to be studied and read. To
present the supplementary reading lists would be too lengthy
a proceeding here, so only those books required for class
study will be listed.
The New York state course requires the following work
for the first year:
"Six books are to be read; two books are to be selected
from each of two of the following groups and one book from
each of the remaining two groups.
Group 1.
Coleridge, THE ANCIENT 1>IARINER; selected old English
ballards (about 60 pages from any standard collection)
;
Macaulay, BALLADS, HORATIUS
,
IVRY, VIRGINIA; Scott, MARinON,
LADY OF THE LAKE, (if not read in the eighth grade) or LAY
OF THE LAST MINSTREL; selections from American poetry"^,
selections from English poetry^, fabout 60 pages from any
standard colleotion of American or English poetry)
.
Group 2.
Cooper, LAST OF THE I^IOHICANS, PATHFINDER, PILOT, SPY
or PRAIRIE; Dickens OLIVER TWIST, or any other novel not
chosen for a later year; Hughes TQM BROWN'S SCHOOLDAYS;
1 See appendix A. Syllabus for Secondary SQhools.
English Language and Literature. New York (State)
University.
#
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Kingsley, :';ESTWARD HOI or HEREWARD THE WAKE; Kipling,
CAPTAINS COCJRAaEOUS or JUNGLE BOOICS ; Scott, ITAITHOE,
QUENTIir DURWARD or THE TALISMAl^; Stevenson, TREASURE ISLAM);
selected short stories (about £60 pages from any standard
1
collection)
.
Group 3.
Bunyan, ?ILGRIM»S PROGRESS; Dana, TWO YEARS BEFORE THE
:iA3T; Swift, GULLIVER'S TRAVELS; Old Testament stories
comprising at least the chief narrative episodes in Genesis,
Exodus, Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Kings, and Daniel, together
with the books of Ruth and Esther; Homer ODYSSEY, with the
omission, if desired, of books I, II, III, IV, V, ZV, XVI,
XVII (Palmer's translation, students' edition preferred)
;
Homer, ILIAD, with the omission, if desired, of books XI,
XIII, XIT, XV, XVII, XXI; Lanier, BOY'S KING ARTHUR.
Group 4,
Shakspere, MIDSUIMER NIGHT'S DREAM or AS YOU LIKE IT.
The literature requirement for the second year is
as follows:
"Five books are to be read; two books are to "be selected
from one of the following groups and one book frooi each of
the remaining three groups.
1 See appendix B and page 29. Syllabus for Secondary
Schools, English Language and Literature.
New York (State) University.
3 See appendix F, page 30. (same as above).
I
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Group 1.
Byron, PRISOIIER OF GHILLON and Arnold, SOHRAB AND
RUSTUM; Goldsmith, THE DESERTED VILLAGE and Gray, ELEGY
WRITTEN IN A COUNTRY CHURCHYEAR; selections from American
poetry-*-; selections from English, poetry, chiefly narrative^
(about 60 pages from any standard collection of English or
American poetry, if not read in first year).
Group 2
Blaclonore, LORNA DOONE; Dickens, NICHOLAS NICKL3BY;
A TALE OF TWO CITIES or any other novel not previously read;
George Eliot, SILAS LIARNER; Goldsmith, THE VICAR OF WAKEFIELD;
Hawthorne, MOSSES FRai AN OLD MAI^SE, or T7/ICE TOLD TALES;
Irving, selections from THE SKETCH BOOK, (about 200 pages);
Kipling, selected stories; Micchell, HUGH WYNNE; Page, RED
ROCK; Poe, selected TALES; Wister , THE VIRGINIAN; Scott,
ROB ROY or any other novel not read in other years; Stevenson
KIDNAPPED.
Group 3.
Irving, LIFE OF GOLDSMITH; Addams , TWENTY YEARS AT
HULL HOUSE; Plutarch, LIVES; Ruskin, PRAETERITA; Schurz,
ABRAHAM LINCOLN; Lockhart , LIFE OF SCOTT; Trevelyan, LIFE
AITD LETTERS OF LORD YJLCAULAY; Franklin, AUTOBIOGRAPHY;
1 See appendix A. Syllabus for Secondary Schools.
English Language and Literature. New York
(State) University.
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Higginson, CHEERFUL YESTERDAYS; John Muir, THE STORY OF
MY BOYHOOD AND YOUTH; Helen Keller, STORY OF MY LIFE;
Booker T. Washington, UP FROM SLAVERY; Jaoob Riia, THE
MAKING OF AN AlffiRICAN; Mary Ant in, THE PROMISED LAIJD;
Sidney Lee, SHAICESPEARE 'S LIFE AIID WORK.
Group 4.
Shakspere, TWELFTH IHGHT or THE I^TERCHAUT OF VENICE;
Maeterlinok, THE BLUEBIRD; Peatody, THE PIPER."
For the third year, the following requirement is
made
:
"Five books are to be read; two books are to be
selected fromone of the following four groups and one book
from eaoh of the remaining three groups.
Group 1.
Browning, selected poems; Tennyson, OHE P1UIICESS,
selected POEI.IS or IDYLIS OF THE KING, including THE COMING
OF ARTHUR, GARETH AND LYNETTE, LAITCELOT AND ELAINE, THE
PASSING OF ARTHUR; Bums, Keats, Shelley and 7/ordsworth,
selected poems.
Group 2.
Dickens, DAVID COPPERFIELD; George Eliot, THE MILL
ON THE FLOSS or any other novel not read in other years;
Hawthorne, THE HOUSE OF THE SEVEN GABLES; Howe lis, THE LADY
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op THE AROOSTOOK or THE RISE OF SILAS LAPHAI^; Kipling, KIM;
Scott, THE HEART 0? MIDLOTHIAN, GUY MANMERIHG or any other
novel not read in other years; Stevenson, THE I.IA3TER OF
BALLAUTRAE ; selected short stories (about 250 pages from any
standard collection) ,^
Group 3^
Emerson, COMPENSATION; Holmes, THE AUTOCRAT OF THE
BREAKFAST TABLE; Lincoln, selections; Ruskin, SESAIvIE AlTD
LILIES; Stevenson, AN INLAND VOYAGE and TRAVELS WITH A DOIJKEY
or selected essays; Burroughs, WAKE ROBIN, LOCUSTS Al^ID WILD
HONEY, WINTER SUl^ISHINE or BIRDS AlTD BEES; a collection of
essays by Bacon, Lamb, De Quinoey, Hazlitt, and later
writers; a collection of letters by various standard writers.
Group 4.
Goldsmith, SHE STOOPS TO CONQUER; Shakspere , HEMY V,
JULIUS CAESAR, ROLIEO JULIET or THE TEMPEST; Sheridan,
THE RIVALS,"
The fourth year work is as follows:
"Five books are to be read; two books are to be select-
ed from one of the following four groups and one book from
each, of the remaining three groups.
1 See appendix B. and page E9 . Syllabus for Secondary
Schools. English language and Literature. New
York (State) University,
2 See appendix F, page 30. (same as above)
Boston tJnlrrrslif"'^
School of EducatioS
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Group 1.
Milton, L' ALLEGRO, IL PEI^ISEROSO and either COMUS or
LYCIDAS; Tennyson, selected IDYLLS (any not read in third
year) ; the selections from 'Vordsworth, Keats and Shelley
in BOOK LV of Palgrave's GOLDEM TREASURY (first series);
Chaucer, PROLOGUE, mGHT'S TALE, NONMS PRIEST'S TALE.
Group 2.
Burke, SPEECH ON CONCILIATION WITH AME-RICA; Macaulay,
TO SPEECHES ON COPYRIGHT, and Lincoln, SPEECH AT COOPER
UinON (if not read in third year); Washington, FAREI"/ELL
ADDRESS and Webster, FIRST BUNISR HILL ORATION; selection
£50 pages from modern essays.-^
Group 3.
Carlyle, ESSAY ON BURNS with a selection from Burn»s
POEMS; Emerson, ESSAY ON LIANNERS ; tIACAULAY, LIFE OF JOHNSON,
with a brief selection from. Johnson's writings, ESSAY ON LORD
CLIYE or ESSAY ON WARREN HASTINGS (if Macaulay is not
selected in group £)
.
Group 4.
Shakspere, HAMLET, JULIUS CAESAR (if not read in the
third year) or MACBETH."
1 See appendix C. Syllabus for Secondary Schools.
English Language and Literature. New York (State)
University.
1I
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New Jersey makes the following recommencLations for
the work of the first year:
"Reoommendel for olassroom work:
lYAITHOE—Scott
TREASURE ISLAND—Stevenson
LADY OF THE LAKE or lIARRaOIT—Scott
VISION OF SIR LAUITFAL—Lowell
Optional of additional:
A3 YOU LIKE IT—^Shakespeare
AUTOBIOaRAPHY—Frankl in
LAYS OF AIJCIENT ROLIE—Macaulay
SELECT I OIJS FRai LIITCOLIK
SOHRAB AlID RUSTUIii—Arnold
QUEITTIIT DURWARD—Scott
PILGRIM'S PROGRESS—Bunyan
Selections from Old Testament."
The work in literature for the second high school
year is as follows:
"Recommended for classroom work:
MERGHMTT OF VEITICE—Shakespeare
SILAS LIARIIER—Eliot
SIR ROGER de COVERLY—Addison
DESx-RTED VILLAGE—Goldsmith
Optional or additional:
TWELFTH NIGHT—Shakespeare
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TWICE TOLD TAICES—Hawthorne
Selections from ^Imerioan poetry with special
attention to Poe, Lowell, Longfellow,
Wliittier.
CEILDE HAROLD (Canto III or lY) and PRISONER
OF GHILLOIT—Bryon.
VICAR OF WAKEFIELD—Goldsmith
RAPE OF THE LOCK—-Pope
HOUSE OF SEVEN GABELS—-Hawthorne"
For the third high school year, the Hew Jersey course
outlines the following:
"Recommended for classroom work:
A COLLECTIOH OF SHORT STORIES
THE Al^^CIEKT IvIARIEER, CHRISTABEL, KUBLA
KHAir~Coleridg.e
.
IDYLLS OF THE IQITG—Tennyson
TALE OF TWO CITIES—Dickens
Optional or additional:
HEERY V—Shakespeare
GOLDEN TREASURE—PaIgrove
LORNA DOOITE—Blackmore
HEROES AND HERO YfORSHIP—Carlyle
SHORTER POEMS—^Browning
HENRY ESMOND—Thackeray
ESSAYS OF ELIA—Lamh."
i
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The work for the fourth year is as follows:
"Recommenced for classroom v/ork:
Selections from Wordsworli], Shelley and
Keats
—
BOOK IV—Palgrave ' s GOLDEH TREASURY
Essay on Burns with selections from
Burns-Carlyle
LIACBETH—Shakespeare
Macaulay's TWO SPEECHES Oi; COPYRiaHT and
Lincoln's SPEECH AT COOPER OTION.
Washington's FAREWELL ADDRESS and Tfebster's
FIRST BUNEER HILL ORATION
Optional or additional:
LIFE OF JOHUSOU—i-Iacaulay
THE CQLIING OF ARTHUR, HOLY GRAIL and PASSING
OF ARTHUR—Tennyson
ESSAYS ON MANNERS—Emerson
JULIUS CAESAR, HAMLET—Shakespeare .
"
The Ohio state course of study in English, presents the
work in literature by year and outlines the following work for
the first year:
"For class study, it is recommended that there he included
(a) At least three narrative poems, such as John
Gilpin's ride. Tarn O'Shanter, Lochinvi^r, Michael, The prisoner
of Chillon, How they brought the good news from Ghent to Aix,
Herve Riel» Rosetti's The white ship, Ilorris' Atlanta's race,
I
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Lowell's The courtin*.
it) At least four lyric poems such as Shelley's
To a sicylark, '//ordworth' s Reaper, Browning's Hoir.e thoughts
from abroad, Emerson's Concord hymn, Burns' A man's man for
a 'that, Rosetti's Ifp hill, Byron's On the Castle of Chillon,
Tennyson's The iiierman, ^Hiitman's My Captain, Garland's The wind
in the pines, Poe's To Helen.
(c) At least three short stories, such as Poe's
The gold "bug, Davis' Gallagher, VanDyke's First Christmas tree,
Harris' French far -Taaby, Kipling's Wee Willie Winilde, Henry's
Ransom of Red Chief, Paine 's Freshman full-hack, Twain's
Jumping frog, Stockton's The lady or the tiger? Harte's
Outcasts of Poker Flat, Freeman's The revolt of mother.
(d) At least four of the following or equivalent
books:
Irving: The sketch book
Lowell: The vision of Sir Launfal
Franklin: Autobiography
Shakespeare: Julius Caesar: A midsummer-night
dream
Scot*: Quentin Durward: The lady of the lake
Dickens: David Copperfield
Blackmore : Lorna Doone
Mitchell: Hugk Wynne
Stevenson: The black arrow
Greenfell: Adrift on an ice pan
Southey: Life of Lord Nelson
Goldsmith: The vicar of Wakefield"
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For the work of the tenth or second high school year,
the work in literature is as follows:
"From five to seven works such as the following should
have careful class study:
John Drinkwater: Abraham Lincoln
Shakespeare: As you like it; King Henry V
Edward 3ok: A Dutch boy sixty years after
Eamlin Garland: A son of the middle border;
A daughter of the middle
border
Jacob Riis: The making of an American
Eliot: Silas Marner
Tennyson: Enoch Arden; The lotus eaters;
Ulysses
Burns : Bannockburn
Josephine Preston Peabody: The singing man
William Ernest Henley: My unconquerable soul
Maurice Maeterlink: The blue bird
Edmond Rostand: Cyrano de Bergerac
Hugo: Les Miserables
Irving: The Alhambra
Carl Shurz: International arbitration
Horace Porter: Eulogy of Ulysses S. Grant
Owen Wister: The Virginian
Addison: Sir Roger de Coverley papers."
For the eleventh year, the Ohio course in English
#
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approves the use of a text in American literature for a
study of authors, their lives and their writings. In
addition to this, the required readings for the year are
as follows:
"Besides numerous short assigned readings in connection
with the literature text, there should be a class study of
at least six classics, such as given helow, and each student
should be required to report carefully on at least six
additional books.
Class study list;
Dorothy Canfield Fisher: The bent twig
Hawthorne: The house of the seven gables
Mark Twain (Clemens): Life on the Mississippi
Henry VanDyke: The spirit of America
V/ebster: Adams and Jefferson
Howells: The rise of Silas Lapham
Emerson: Self reliance and other essaj'-s
Owen Wister: Lady Baltimore
Thackerary: Henry Esmond; Vanity fair
Roosevelt: The vidnnlng of the west; African
game trails
James Lane Allen: A Kentucky cardinal
Aldrich: Marjorie Daw and other stories
John Kendrick Bangs: Houseboat on the Styx
Holmes: The autocrat of the breakfast table;
Elsie -^eimeT
Ruskin: Sesame and lilies
J. a. Lockhart: Life of Sir Walter Scott
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Edwin E. Sparies : The men who made the
nation
Webster: Reply to Hayne ; First Bunker Hill
oration
Lincoln: Gettysburg address
Harte: The luck of Roaring Camp
Henry James: Daisy Miller
Poe: The purloined letter; The fall of the
house of Usher; The gold bug."
The use of the text in American literature is
continued and. a text in English literature added to the
work of the twelfth year. The recommendations for the year
are
:
"The classics studied should for the most part he
correlated with the work in the literature text, and the
latter should have ample illustration by means of small
samples or cursory examination of literary works which do
not find place in the program for complete reading.
^Torks for class study. For careful class study, at
least six such classics as these should be selected:
Shakespeare: Hamlet, The tempest; King
Lear
Milton: Minor poems
Carlyle : Essay on Burns
Burns: Selected poems
Goldsmith: She stoops to conquer
•
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Burke: Speech on conciliation with the
American colonies
Macaulay: Essay on Johnson
Chaucer: Prologue to Canterl3ury tales
Bacon: Selected essays
Bunyan: The Pilgrim's progress
Charlotte Bronte: Jane Eyre
Sheridan: The Rivals
Browning: Selections, such as tly last duchess
Incidents of the French camp;
Phidippides; Evelyn Hope; Pippa
Passes; Prospice
Lamb: Selected essays
George Eliot: Adam Bede ; Romola
Dickens: Bleak house
Joseph Conrad: Youth
Thomas Hardy: Far from the madding crowd."
The Pennsylvania course in English requires the follow-
work in literature for the ninth year:
"Books recommended for class use:
Note: Select three from group D, two from each of
two other groups, and one from the remaining
group. Give definite lessons in class on the
use of iDOOks and the library.
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Group A.
Blaokmore, Richard—Lorna Doone
Dickens, Charles--01iver Twist
Herzberg, Ivlax, ed..—Stories of adventure
Mitchell, 3. Weir—Hugh Wynn, free Q,uaker
Poe, Edgar Allen—Prose tales
Scott, Sir Walter
—
^uentin Duinvard
Stevenson, Robert Louis*—The black arrow
Group B.
Peabody, Josephine --The Piper
Shakespeare, llliam—Julius Caesar
Shakespeare, 'Tilliam—Midsummer night's dream
Goldstone, George, ed. —One-act plays
Group C.
Arnold, Matthew—Schrab and Rustum
Coleridge, Samuel Taylor—Rime of the Ancient
Marner
Scott, Sir Walter—Lady of the Lake
Untermeyer, Louis, ed.—Yesterday and today
Group D.
Ant in, Ivlary—At school in the Promised Land
Bible—Old Testament narratives
Center and Saul, ed. — .1. book of letters
Dana, Richard K.—Tv;o years before the mast
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Faraday, Michael—Chemical history of a candle
Franklin, Benjamin—Autobiography
Grenfell, 'Jilfred—^Adrift on an ice-pan
Marvin 3. Adventures of Odysseus
Mills, Enos—Story of a thousand year pine
Southey, Robert—Life of Lord Ifelson."
For the tenth year, the following work is outlined:
"Books recoimnended for class reading:
llote: Select three from group D, two from each
of two other groups, and one from the remain-
ing group. Oive definite lessons in class on
the use of books and the library.
Group A.
Dickens, Charles—A tale of two cities
Eliot, George—Silas Marner
Hough, Emerson—The covered wagon
Law, Frederick, edr-Modern short stories
Scott, Sir Walter--Ivanhoe
Porter, Sidney—Selected stories from 0. Henry
Thomas, Charles S., edr-Atlantic narratives,
first series
Wister, Owen—The Virginian
Group B,
Dinkivater, John—^Abraham Lincoln
m1
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Cohen, Helen Louise, ed.--One-aot plays "by
modern authors
Shakespeare, William—As you like it
Shakespeare, vyilliam—I^ing Henry V
Group C
Fortes, Anita, ed—^llodern verse
Ifeihardt, John—Song of three friends
Tennyson, Lord Alfred—Shorter poems
Pocook, Gruy IT., ed—Ballads and ballad poems
Group D
Addison, Joseph—The Sir Roger DeCoverly papers
Bok, Sdward—A Dutch boy sicty years after
Garland, Hamlin—A son of the Middle Border
Uaoauley, Lord—Life Of Johnson
Morley, Christopher—Forty-four essays
Cook and Burnham, ed.—^Specimen letters
Hudson, H.—Birds in a village
Lanier, Sidney—Verse and prose
Parkman, Francis—The Oregon trail
Riis, Jacob—idaking of an American
Stevenson, Robert Louis—Travels with a donkey
Thoreau, Henry D.—Camping in the Main woods."
The work in literatuie for the eleventh year is as follows:
"Books recommended for class reading:
€
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Note: Seleot three froLi group D, three
from one other group, two from
another group-, and. one from the
remaining group. Definite lessons
should be given on the use of books
and libraries.
Group A.
Canfield., Dorothy—The bent wtig
Churchill, iTinston—The Crisis
Dickens, Charles—Pickwick papers
Gaskell, Elizabeth—Cranford
Hawthorne, Nathaniel—House of the seven gables
Heydrick, Benjamin, ed.—Types of the short
story
Scott, Sir Walter--Guy Manner ing
Hardy, ^homas--Under the greenwood tree
Group B.
Smith, Alice, ed—Short plays by representative
authors
Shakespeare, William—Twelfth Mght
Shakespeare
,
William,—^l^IACBETH
fiheridan, Richard Brinsley—The rivals
Group C.
Browning, Robert—Shorter Poems
French, Roy, ed.—Recent poetry
Palgrave, Francis, ed.—Golden treasury. Book IV
#
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Untermeyer, Louis, ed.—Ilodern poetry
Group D
Bunyan, John—Pilgrim's progress
Canby and Pieroe, ed;—Selections from Stevenson
Chamberlain, iJssie
,
ed.—Essays old and new
Cunningham, I'/illiam, ed.—Adventures in science
Hamilton, Samuel—High school ideals
Lamb, Charles—Essays of Elia
Macauley, Lord—^Essays on Lord Clive
Merely, Christopher, ed.—^Llodern essays
Palmer, George H,—Self-cultivation in English
Ruslcin, John—^Sesame and lilies
Greenlaw, Edwin, ed.—^Familiar letters
Twain, Marie—Life on the Mississippi."
The work of the twelfth year is as follows:
"Books recommended for class reading
Note: Select four from group D, three from one
other group, two from another group, and
one from the remaining group Definite
lessons should be given on the use of
books and libraries. Current editorials
listed in group D might be provided by
having the pupils make their own selecticris
for scrapbooks.
Group A
Austin, Jane—Pride and prejudice
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Conrad, Joseph—Youth
Dickens, Charles—David Copperfield
Hardy, Thomas—i?'ar from the madding crowd
Heydrick, Benjamin, ed.—Americans all
Howells, Tirilliam Dean—Rise of Silas Lapham
Thackeray, William LI.—Henry Esmond
Wister, Owen—Lady Baltimore
Group B
Cofltoan, George, ed.--A book of modern plays
Goldsmith, Oliver—^She stoops to conquer
Shakespeare, William—Hamlet
Shakespeare
,
William—The tempest
Group G
Burns, Robert--Seleotions from poems
Carhart & McGhee, ed.—llagic casements
Milton, John—^Minor poems
Tennyson, Lord Alfred—Idylls of the king
Group D
Carlyle , Thomas—Essay on Burns
Eliot, Charles W.—Training for an efficient
life
Emerson, Ralph Waldo—Self-reliance and other
essays
Henderson, Horace, ed.—Address of Washington,
Webster, Lincoln
•
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Huxley, Thomas H.—On a piece of chalk
Hyde, J^Iartha, ed.—Modern biography
Lester, John, ed.—Readings in science
Lowell, James Russell—On a certain conde-
scension in foreigners
newspapers—Selections from current editorials
Page, Walter H.—Life and letters
Sedg\?iclc, Ellery, ed.—Atlantic classic, first
series
Smith, Alphonso—'.'/hat can literature do for me."
Comparison
The English courses of the four states. New York, New
Jersey, Ohio, and Pennsylvania, give careful attention to
the selection of material for work in literature. All four
courses list the "books required for study and Ohio and
Pennsylvania also include supplementary reading lists. These
lists include the old classics, such as translations from Homer,
Old Testament stories, and the "best in poetry, novel, essay,
drama, "biography, letters and orations from English and
American literature, as a reference to the foregoing pages will
show
.
In the work required for class study. New York and
New Jersey hold tenaciously to the older classics and to those
works in English and American literature that have passed the
approval test of years. These two courses include, no
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molern verse and no modern short stories as both the Ohio
and Pennsylvania courses do. In fact there seems to be no
thought of balance between the old and the new. Neither
the Hew York nor Hew Jersey courses require as extensive
a reading program as the other two states do. In the Ilew
York course the statement is made: "While the degree of
intensive study and the amount of extensive readying are
not prescribed, it should, however, be rememb^ered; first,
that the thoughtful reading of a few books has much greater
educational value than the superficial reading of many
books; second, that too long or too minute study of one
book dulls the pupil's interest and thereby impairs his
power to pursue the study of literature with pleasure and
profit; third that intensive study is more profitable for
advanced students than for beginners. Intensive study,
with occasional exceptions should be postponed until the
last year.""^ So it would seem that New York schools are
to steer a middle course between too long a reading list,
lest the books be merely skimmed over, and too close
concentration to a few, lest the pupil's interest suffers.
The New York course requires six books for reading in the
first year, and five in each of the other years. New
Jersey requires four books for study in each year. These
requirements are small when compared with eight in the
first year and ten in the fourth year as required by the
Pennsylvania course, and eight in the first year and twelve
1 New York Syllabus for Secondary Schools. English
Language and Literature. New York (State)
University. p. 3
if
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in the fourth as required "by Ohio.
. The reading of supplementary books is advised by the
New York course and required by both the Ohio aiid ^ermayl"
vania courses. Both of these state courses offer long
lists of books from which choice for outside reading may
"be made. These lists include novels from Scott 's "Quentine
Durward" and others of similar age and worth to Zane
Gray's "Vanishing American" and Booth Tarkington's "The
Gentlemen from Indiana." From such supplementary lists,
the Pennsylvania course recommends nine or ten books for
home reading, and the Ohio course recommends that eight
books be selected and "adequately reported on." These
supplementary works include Conrad's "IJigger of the
Narcissus," and others of his novels; many of VanDyke's
essays of the type of "Little Rivers", Burrough's "In the
Catskills", and Paine's "Boy's Life of Mark Twain. These
books illustrate the variety offered in romance, nature
study, and biography. The historic novels such as Eary
Johnson's "To Have and To Hold" and Churchill's "The
Crisis" represent another type that finds place in the
reading list. In short, the home reading lists are varied
in subject range and generous in length. Some years
lists have as many as sixty-seven books.
All four of the state courses offer suggestions for
study proceedure and the Pennsylvania course gives
detailed discourse on the reading of plays, the treatment
t
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of the essay and the study of poetry. All four courses
provide for the study of the history of American and
English literature in the later years.
Pla&ement of Literature.
The four oourses of study show differences in
selection of material and amount of work required. In
the placement of the material with regard to years, there
are also great differences. The following chart will
show some of these differences. Only such books as are
common to the lists of all four courses, or at least three
of the courses, will "be charted.
i
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Placement Chart.
Literary Title
New
York
New
Jersey Ohio Penn
xo i» yocir orcL XS 0
V XCaP UX i/aiv.exxc±a. xu un xu on y on • • •
X»UX Ilcl JJUUXitS xu bn XU on y on Q 4-V»y on
irrisvJiiQP (jx oxixxxuxi xu un xui<n yon • • •
• • • XU on XU on lutn
xu un XU on XU on 1 n4- ViXU on
Q + Vi7 un Q + v»7 on xc on XX on
hSLULy ox liiie Xtai^e Q + v» s on V on Q 4- Viy on
visxoxi Ox oxr jjauiixax • » • Q + Viy on Q + Viy i»n Cl + V*
oiie Ob oops 0 0 ooiiQ^uer XX on • • • x<^ on 1 s> + >>x£ on
xdyxxs Ox bne Axiig xc on xuxn • • • • • •
Schral) and Rustum lUun Q 4- V>y tn Q 4- Vnytn
Sesame and Lilies Xxon xxon xloil T T 4- V.11 oh
Q,uentin Durward y uh Q 4- V.y on Q 4- V>y oh y tn
Travels with a Donkey 11 on y on • • • lu oh
Old Tesuament laies y on Q 4- V>y on Q 4- Viy Tin Q 4- Viy on
Miibon s poems x<^ on • •
»
x<son
Julius Caesar xi^ on 1 9 + Vix<^ on y on V on
XCi OIX • • • XX 0X1
Hamlet lEth 12th 12th 12th
As You Like It 9th 9th lOth 10th
Midsummer ITight's Dream 9th 9th 9tk 9th
King Henry Y lEth 11th 10th 10th
Twelftli night 10th lOtk nth nth
1« • •
« • «
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Literary Title
David Copperfield
House of Seven Gatles
Emerson's Essays
Poe's Prose Tales
Autocrat of Breakfast Table
Merchant of Venice
New Hew
York Jersey Ohio Penn
11th 10th 9th 12th
11th • • • 11th 11th
lEth • • • 12th 12th
10th 10th 11th 9th
11th 11th 11th • • •
10th 10th
Comparison.
A study of the above chart will show that while there
are frequent agreements "between two states with regard to
the placement of material, the cases of complete agreement
are rare. All four agree upon the following for the ninth
year.
The Lady of the Lake
Quentin Durward
Midsummer Hight's Dream
Old Testament Tales.
There is agreement upon the following for the tenth
year.
Silas Marner
Prisoner of Chilian
Sir Roger de Coverly Papers
i• • •
f
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All four agree upon the following for the eleventh
year:
Sesame and Lilies
The House of the Seven Gables
The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table
There is also agreement upon the following for the
twelfth year:
Milton's poems
Hamlet
Emerson *s Essays
The greatest differences in placement are found in
"Julius Caesar" which is placed in the ninth year by two and
in the twelfth year by two; in "David Copperfield" which is
placed in a different year by each state, and in "Pilgrim's
Progrees" which finds place in years 9, 11 and 12.
Among the authors, Scott, Dickens, Hawthorne and
Shakespeare hold first place for frequency of use; G-oldsmith,
Stevenson and Burns run about second. All courses have at
least one work of each of the first group of writers in
each year; Scott is frequently selected from twice for one
year. Few of their books are placed upon the chart because,
though each author appears yearly, different l)ooks are
selected. All four choose from the same group of Shakespearean
drama, "L'lacbeth'," Hamlet", "Julius Caesar';"As You Like It", "The
Merchant of Venice", "Twelfth Ki^^hlf and"A Midsummer ITight's
Dream',' except that Ohio also includes"King Lear."
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There are works of cooper's in most or the early years and
of Wordsworth, ohelley and Keats in most of the twelfth
years.
In Vennsylvania and i^ew Jersey, some of van Dyke's
essays and Joseph uonrad's "Youth" are on the required
study list as well as other works in the supplementary list.
The historic novels of wister and Churchill are used for
study and supplementary reading in both states. Ohio
differs from trie other three in the inclusion of later day
writings in her class study list; Pennsylvania includes
them plentii'ully in the supplementary reading lists, isoth
states select more frequently from Francis Parkman,
Roosevelt and Burroughs. Pennsylvania is the only state of
the four which places Henry D. Thoreau's nature sketches
on the required list. Both states select widely from
Scott, Dickens and Hawthorne rather than from the usual
small lists. Both states include the newer poetry.
Comparison with College Entrance
Req^uirements.
The New Jersey course includes in the appendix the
text of the recoraraendations of the national conference on
Uniform Entrance Requirements in English (1915-19). A
comparison of the courses of New York, New Jersey, Ohio
and Pennsylvania with this list shows that all four states
r•
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fit in with the requirements. New York and New Jersey-
fit in closely because the college entrance requirements
emphasize the value of the older classics. The New York
"Regents Examinations" seem to "be based largely on this
list making a second reason why the New York course fits
into it so carefully.
All four courses place most narrative material in the
first years and most or all work on formal essays, orations
and the older classic poetry in the twelfth year. The
Shakespearean comedies fall in the first years and the
tragedies in the last years. New York and New Jersey include
for required reading some translations from Homer.
Pennsylvania lists "Adventures of Odysseus" by Marvin but
the Ohio lists include nothing in this line.
On the whole then, the four courses offer a variety of
literary types providing for a versatility of tastes and
including a considerable range of material. The six
distinct groups name^ in Uniform Entrance Requirements:
(1) the classics in translation (including the Stories of
the Old Testament, the Odyssey, the Illiad and the A
Eneid) ; (2) the Shakespearian group; (3) prose fiction;
(4) essays and biography; (5) oratory; and (6) poetry
find place in each course to some extent and the later
modern types or modern writings are to be found in the
courses of Ohio and Pennsylvania.
c€
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Grammar and How Much of It.
The work in grammar comes under technical English and
for the most part, is carried on together with punctuation
and word study, I'he statement made by New Jersey seems to
express the attitude of the other three states. "In the
secondary school the knowledge of grammar which the pupil
brings with him should gradually be expanded through a
study of his own composition and from the materials read
and studied.""^ The New York course asks that emphasis
be placed chiefly upon training in:
1 "Recognition of the relationships of the various
parts of the sentence to one another.
2 Choice of the correct form in constructions in
which errors are frequently made."*^
"In this part of the work special attention should be
paid to drills designed to guard against such errors as:
1 Confusion of the present tense and the past tense
or of past tense and past participles in such verbs as
see, do, come, ring and go.
2 Failure of the verb to agree with the subject in
person and number.
3 Use of the wrong verb as can for may, set for sit,
lay for lie, learn for teach, shall for will, bring for take,
etc
.
4 Use of double negatives.
1 New Jersey - The Teaching of High School English, p. 32
2 New York - Syllabus for Secondary Schools, pp. 19-20
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5 Lock of agreement of pronoun with antecedent.
6 Confusion of adjectives and adverbs.
7 Use of the wrong case."-^
New Jersey adds, in addition to these:
1 "A study of the uses of the infinitive, the gerund,
and the participle,
2 Rhetorical principles growing out of the composition
work.
5 Review of all past work with expansion to fit the
pupil's nneds."^
'Tie. Pennsylvania^ adds drill in necessary punctuation, spell-
ing of habitually usedTOrds, combining, transposing and
condensing sentences according to grammatical relationships,
clarifying thought Dy the use of connectives, such grammar
and rhetoric as are needed for clearness and correct construc-
tion.
In short, the concensus of opinion wirh regard to
grammar and rhetoric is well expressed in the following from
the New York course:
"The problem in the study of grammar in the high schools
is not to import knowledge of forms, of definitions and of
classifications. It is rather to secure drill in those phases
of grammatical study that actually affect the ordinary speech
1 New York - Syllabus for Secondary Schools, pp. 19-20,
2 New Jersey The Teaching of High School English, p. 58.
€C
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and the writing of the pupil and, in a lesser degree, to
develop the power of thought. It is subordinate to the
study of literature and composition. The application of
Einalysis and syntax to the study of literature should be
employed only for the purpose of eOtii cidating difficult constinic-
tions or involved sentences. It is not expected that any
school will deal with unusual idioms or grammatical puzzles.
Persistent drill in fundamentals is essential, Kor this
reason, the study of grammar has been arranged as a contimous
study, though not much time need be given to it. Under
ordinary circumstances, this work ought not to occupy more
than one fifth of the time given to the study of English
as outlined for years, 1, 2, and 3. Usually the proportion
should be even less."^
English Department Activities.
The state courses of New York and Ohio neither suggest
nor make provision for any activities in the English depart-
ment. New Jersey and Pennsylvania name public speaking
and dramatics and Pennsylvania also adds the school paper
and literary societies.
New Jersey suggests that the practice in public speak-
ing may take five forms; orations, declamations, debates,
festival day observances and dramatics. In the case of
dramatics, both courses emphasize the fact that the play
1 New York - Syllabus for Secondary Schools, p. 20.
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ohosen should be of literary merit* Dramatic readings of
plays, dramatizations of classics are recommended for the
classroom and public performances under the conduct of the
dramatic club. The literary society is advocated for
"rural schools away from large centers of population and
perhaps from a town library where a small group of pupils
reading with an enthusiastic teacher may get a great deal
pleasure and profit."^
1 Pennsylvania State Course. p. 58
r
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SUMMAKY
In the foregoing pages an attempt has been made to
analyze the courses of study in English for the states of
New York, New Jersey, Ohio and Pennsylvania with a view to
determining by comparison whether there is any universal
standard for the teaching of English and also to make a
study of aims designated, exercises suggested for the attain-
ment of such aims, choice and allocation of literary material.
The findings have been presented and comparisons
made after each division of the foregoing study showing
wide difference of opinion in some phases of the study and
something approaching harmony in the others. It is now
plain to tne writer why tJiere are on the market books of
literature for the 9th, 10th, 11th and 12th years v/hich have
such widely varying material. Authors whose works were
planned to fit in with the courses of New York: and New
Jersey would not nearly meet the needs of the Pennsylvania
and Ohio schools. Most of these books, however, are
compiled with a view to fitting in with courses which call
for a wide variety of material, much of which is later
poetry and prose. The number of immigrant stories which the
newer books contain is explained by the place now found in
each prescribed literary list for Americanization tales or
poems. Some of these texts such as the four book series
called "Literature and Life" by El son and Keck fit in very
r
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well with the course of study which emphasizes the value of
the older classics and also includes enough of the newer or
later day workings to serve the broader courses of study.
There is definite relation between the well compiled
literature text and the courses of study which it is intend-
ed for. This explains the very broad scope of some texts
lidiich are intended for sale over a wide range of states.
This same relation no doubt exists in the case of the books
in technical English and composition.
Just how far the course of study may be responsible for
weaknesses in the teaching of English depends upon how
literally or how broadly the teacher may interpret the
course. If the flexibility of the course is not used to
make adjustments to the needs of the school sind to the
community, with its separate problems and its differing state
of culture, then difficulties are likely to be encountered
and weakness in teaching to result. Setting up standards
too advanced for the pupils can be avoided when the course
is adjusted to the needs to be met. Whether the course
permits of such adjustments is one of its tests, for a
reasonable flexibility is one mark of merit. In the courses
of New York, and Pennsylvania, there are statements advising
that the course be adjusted to meet local needs. The follow-
ing view is expressed in the new lork course: "As this
syllabus is designed for schools working under widely vary-
ing conditions, it is expected that each school, with this
as a basis, will work out a detailed syllabus for itself,
f1
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indicating the specific work for each half year!?
Failure to realize that high school pupils are children
with the capacities and interests of children is more likely
to be found in the work suggested for written composition
than elsewhere. The preparation of a worth-while newspaper,
the writing of a short story or the rewriting of a story to
be used for the picture screen is not so simple a task.
Committees on course making might suffer a change of mind if
the assignment were tested out on the members of if the
members came into the high school and tried the trick on
the average high school junior or senior. If .dear, correct,
forceful expression and pleasing style are the aims of
written composition, then these aims may be secured in less
pretentious drill.
All four of the state courses in English emphasize the
use of written and oral composition subjects which grow out
of vocational interests. The Hew Jersey and Pennsylvania
courses urge such choice with especial force. The ITew Jersey
course credits the idea to our own Dr* J. B. Davis in the
following
:
**Dr. Jesse B. Davis, principal of the Central Highs
School of G-rand Rapids, Michigan, has made a practical use
of motivation by relating to his course in theme writing a
plan of vocational and moral guidance. His purpose is to
inject a life interest into theme writing by requiring pupils
to sxudy their evnironment and themselves. Thus they may
become a greater usefulness to the community
1 Ilew York Syllabus for Secondary School... p. 1.
Ir
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in which they live."-"-
There is a little of the vague and indefinite in state-
ment of aim and still more vagueness in the recommendations
for the attainment of aims. How well any teacher can
interpret an objective such as, "More sustained oral
composition, sometimes extemporaneous, is problematical.
There is no great clarity in the statement that "Themes as
the result of adequate thought on subjects given long in
advance and perhaps discussed also, "2 are to be expected in
the tenth year. A course that is vague is valueless to
any teacher. If it is to fulfill its purpose in prescribing
the amount and kind of English to be studied, it ought to
make statements that are clear and definite. Its composition
should be as clear and forceful as the type it advocates for
high school attainment. If recommendations are made for
drill, they ought to be sensible, and their worth ought to
have been tested by experience in their application.
While all four courses recognize the importance of the
study of "technical" English and literature, and all four
justify its prominent position in the program of studies,
opinions are not unanimous concerning the specific values
of aims, drills and materials that should cominate in its
teaching. Personal bias and committee opinion take the place
of careful analysis in the preparateion of courses and
1 New Jersey - The Teaching of High School English.
p. 25.
S, 3, Ohio - Outlines for English for Junior and Senior
High Schools, pp 17 - 12.
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caprice or temporary fad direct emphasis to this or that
phase of the work.
The tendency toward the newer writing has been spoken
of and might be looked at more closely. Perhaps most states
do secure their Englisn courses by inheritance, by some
college dictation, or by legitimate borrowings from other
states. But the spirit of our modernism is disconcert-
ing to lethargy and satisfied conservatism, and is prone to
place the old and long accepted under hold se^^i^tinrg. Why
are" we still teaching tne Greek classics, Pilgrinfs Progress
and the others? Later day writers make frequent allusion
to such old books, speak of their characters as if they were
once flesh and blood beings; somtimes these late writers
imitate their style. To miss tfie force of such allusion,
would be to interpret very poorly. The literary value of
the work is another reason for their inclusion. Hawthorne's
style and selection of words, Dickens splendid character
portrayli, Scott *s live stories, all justify the place
awarded them in a course. The poetry of Sandcurg and Lindsey
may be more sparkling and have a more immediate interest, but
there is a difference between tne slov/ly aroused interest
in Milton, Keats, Burns, Poe and the interest that flashes
in transitory sparks. The tendency of the classics is to
develop a true literary taste, a safe standard for judgment--
a standard that is a bit high but one tested by time and by
maturity. The easy and tne modern should have a place in
f
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the list but emphasis might well be placed on the more
difficult but more enduring clasjic. The pupil can always
be trusted to select the lighter and easier on his own
initiative, so that type may safely be consigned to the
supplementary reading list for the most part. Modern litera-
ture reflects life as we live it today but that reflection
is cast for us in so many other mirrors. There is no
dearth of those. Of course we need to encourage a commonalty
of culture, but state courses of study can not wisely trifle
with the danger of relegating the old classics to second
place
.
So we pass on from an analysis and comparison of
courses of study. If tne writer may be permitted a very
personal view here, it is this. All this analysis and
comparison but deepens the writer* s conviction that while
courses of study are iplendid blue-prints, great importance
in the teaching of English centers about the training of
the English teacher. The degree of sound teacher training
will be tne determining factor in how well or how ill courses
of study shall be interpreted and adjusted to the needs of
the student body»
c
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